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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The objectiveof the Advanced Launch Systems (ALS) Advanced Development Oxidizer
Turbopump Program isto design,fabricateand demonstrate a low cost,highly reliableoxidizer
turbopump for the Space Transportation Engine that minimizes the recurringcost for the ALS
engines. This Technical Implementation Plan, submitted in response to Data Requirement
DR-15 of Contract NAS8-37595, addresses Pratt & Whitney's (P&W's) plan for integratingthe
analyses, testing,fabrication,and other program efforts.This plan offers a comprehensive
descriptionof the totaleffortrequiredto design,fabricate,and testthe ALS oxidizerturbopump.
The proposed ALS oxidizer turbopump will reduce turbopump costs over current designs by
taking advantage of design simplicity and state-of-the-art materials and producibility features
without compromising system reliability. This will be accomplished by selecting turbopump
operating conditions that are within known successful operating regions and by using proven
manufacturing techniques.
The program is divided into two phases: Phase I (basic effort) is 12 months, and Phase II
(priced option) is 28 months.
During the basic effort,P&W willperform trade and engineering studies,conduct cost
trades,evaluate t_bricationconcepts,establisha configuration,complete the preliminary design,
provide a Technology Implementation Plan for options that requirefurtherdevelopment, and
provide a preliminary cost model.
During the option program, P&W will establish a detail oxidizer turbopump design, provide
manufacturing drawings, procure material and hardware, assemble and deliver a prototype
turbopump for evaluation testing at Stennis Space Center (SSC), support SSC testing, deliver a
detail cost model, and provide a turbopump test report and a final report.
During the trade studies,engineeringevaluationand design,toolsthat have been proven by
substantiation in many Pratt & Whitney engine programs will be used to evaluate turbine
aerodynamics, rotordynamics, structuraldynamics, and pump hydrodynamics.
This plan describes P&W's design approach to developing low cost, highly reliable
components, outlines the test and analysis plans, and identifiesmaterial and equipment
requirements. Included are a baseline logic network and man-loading charts.
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SECTION II
SUMMARY OF DESIGN METHODOLOGY
A. DESIGN APPROACH
Pratt & Whitney (P&W) will use an iterative design process involving several disciplines to
establish a reliable, low cost, effective turbopump design. This approach will provide an
Advanced Launch System (ALS) oxidizer turbopump design that meets or exceeds requirements
for reliability, durability, safety, cost of production, cost of ownership, performance, and
supportability.
Pratt & Whitney's design process is summarized in Figure II-l. As shown, the process is
divided into five phases:
• Concept Definition
• Initial Verification
• Product Design
• Qualification/Demonstration
• Operation.
Pratt & Whitney's mechanical design organization will design the hardware and will
coordinate the activities of the specialized technology groups. This organization performs trade
studies, develops the final configuration and specifies engineering requirements. The technology
organizations develop and provide state-of-the-art technology in their areas of expertise, such as
hydrodynamics, turbine aerodynamics, bearing technology, heat transfer and secondary flows,
and materials. Cost and weight organizations also provide information to support trade studies;
representatives from manufacturing operations provide technology for improving producibility
and inspectability. During the trade studies, Product Integrity evaluates design concepts for
reliability,safeW, and maintainabilityto ensure alldesign goals will be met.
1. Design Approach to Low Cost and High Reliability
As the focus of this program is to develop a low cost, reliable ALS oxidizer turbopump,
P&W will evaluate conceptual designs and select an optimized design based on reliability and
cost goals. Pratt & Whitney will then demonstrate the technology needed to develop engines for
the ALS program. The design process to be followed is shown in Figures II-2 and II-3.
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Figure 1I-3. Layout Review Procedure
Design concepts that P&W will consider include the following:.
• Cast inducer and impellers to eliminate the machining process currently
required to manufacture forged impellers
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Turbine shaft and disk made separately and inertia welded or near net forged
to reduce forging and machining costs; an integrally bladed disk is also a
consideration
• Axial flow inlets to provide better performance and durability by eliminating
side loads associated with volute type inlets
Fine-grain,cast housing materialsthat provide physicalpropertiesnear those
of forgings,thereby eliminating complex welded assemblies and reducing
machining requirements
Single disk with a common broach for both turbine stages for machining
simplicity
Turbine blade castingscommon to Ist-and 2nd-stage blades forreduced cost
Stationary knife edge seals instead of rotating seals to increase durability
• Stiffrotor shaft and support for rotordynamic stabilityenhancement.
2. Basic Effort
Basic efforttasks,when completed, will resultin a singlepreliminary turbopump design
concept that has been optimized for low cost and high reliability.The turbopump configuration
willbe established8 months after contract award. The preliminary design willbe completed
4 months after the configuration is established.Work during this phase will include the
following.
• Trade Studies
• Preliminary Design
• Fabrication and Process Analysis
• Laboratory Tests
• Reliabilityand Hazard Analysis
• Technology Development Program Plan
• Preliminary Design Review
• Preliminary Cost Model
• Specificationsand Plans
• Program Management
a. Trade Studies
Trade studies,conducted by the various disciplines,will establisha preliminary design
concept for approximately three separate turbopump configurations.
These trade studies will include the following activities:
Systems performance groups will establish turbopump operating require-
ments and will revise them as needed to account for changes in pump
characteristics.
The compressor design group will provide pump design parameters and
configurationsfor preliminary design evaluation.
The mechanical components and system design group willprovide bearing
and seal concepts for evaluation.
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• The mechanical design group will provide design concepts, incorporating low-
cost configurations and manufacturing concepts for basic turbopump configu-
rations.
• The structural design group will provide an evaluation of configurations for
rotordynamic stability, turbine damping requirements and structural integri-
ty.
• The cost group will provide cost trade information for evaluation of design
concept and will review the concepts to determine the overall turbopump cost
for the configurations.
• The weight group will provide preliminary weight information of the designs.
• The chief engineer's office will evaluate the concepts for the impact on
reliability, inspectability, and maintainability.
• Materials engineering group will evaluate the potential application of low cost
materials and manufacturing processes leading to low costs.
• Manufacturing will provide support and data to assist in the evaluation of the
design and fabrication methods.
• Instrumentation engineering will provides concepts for instrumentation and
data recording.
b. Preliminary Design
The preliminary design task includes the engineering studiesand analyses required to
establish the selected preliminary turbopump design, incorporating the low cost concepts
identifiedin trade studies.As part of thistask,P&W willprepare drawings and specifications.
Engineering analyseswillevaluate low-costconcepts to determine the impact on reliability,
maintainability,operability,and performance.
c. Fabrication and Process Analysis
Pratt & Whitney will perform fabrication analysis studies and sample fabrication
demonstrations of low-cost manufacturing concepts. These analyses will determine whether
manufacturing concepts such as integrally bladed rotors or cast impellers are sufficiently
developed for consideration during the optional detailed design.
Specific concepts to be evaluated under this task include the following:.
• Inconel 718 cast impellers with shrouds
• Inconel 718 powdered metal impellers with shrouds
• Cast-to-size turbine blades of PWA 1447, PWA 1480, and IN-100 materials
• Cast-to-size integrally bladed rotor of PWA 1447 and Waspaloy materials
• Electrode discharge machined (EDM) integrally bladed rotor of IN-100 and
Waspaloy materials
u/4
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• Cast housing of Haynes 242 and 230 materials
• Forged disk/shaft assembly
• Inertia welded shaft/disk assembly.
d. Laboratory Tests
Materials Engineering will perform materials characterization tests to determine material
acceptability from a mission and fluid compatibility standpoint. These tests will include tensile,
high cycle fatigue (HCF), low cycle fatigue (LCF), static and dynamic structural tests, and
propellant compatibility tests.
e. Reliability and Hazard Analysis
Pratt & Whitney willperform a preliminary hazard analysisof the preliminary design to
confirm the design meets the reliabilityrequirement levelof 0.99 with a 90 percent confidence
level.This analysiswillincludethe use of historicalturbopump reliabilitydata using statistical
methods. This analysis will evaluate reducing failuremodes and effects,applying materials
characterized for the operating environment, simplifying the designs and minimizing stress
concentrations,completing weld inspectability,verifyingdesign criteria,and identifyinghigh
safety margins on criticalparameters.
f. Technology Development Program
A technology development program plan of potential cost reduction ideas requiring
additional development will be offered. These plans will include items that are in a preliminary
stage but that could be available for the ALS engine C/D phase. Potential ideas include powder
metal impellers, bearings with alternative material cages, directionally solidified (DS)/equiaxed
cast bladed rings, hydrostatic bearings, and hybrid hydrostatic bearings that include hydrostatic
and rolling/element bearing combinations.
g. Preliminary Design Review
A preliminary design review will be conducted at the conclusion of the basic effort.The
options considered and selected will be reviewed in detail,and a summary of the analyses
supporting the selecteddesign will be provided.
h. Preliminary Cost Model
The effort to create the ALS engine turbopump component cost model will begin
immediately aftercontract award (FigureII-4).The firstthree months willbe spent definingthe
costmodel concept so itcan be presented atthe firstQuarterly Review. At thisreview,P&W will
present itsmethod for analyzing the impact of Government requirements on turbopump costs.
Detailed cost model planning and formulation willbegin followingthe Quarterly Review.
During thisperiod,the model structurewillbe definedindetailalong with the assumptions made
for itsconstructionand the sources and methods forobtaining input data.Pratt & Whitney will
define the approach to be used in determining what impact the elimination of Government
specificationrequirements has on costs.The method to be used to calibratethe model, using
actual cost experience obtained during the fabricationphase of the program, willbe identified-
Coordination with the suppliersprodding turbopump parts willbe establishedearlyin the basic
effortto set the format of the cost model input data they provide.
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Figure H-4. Engine Turbopump Cost Model Schedule -- Basic
The basic effort will also include a preliminary evaluation of Government specification
requirements to determine which are applicable and to define the impact of each on component
production and operating and support costs.
Actual programming of the in-house cost model will start under the basic effort in early
1990. This early start is needed to have a working model available before the turbopump Detail
Design Review (DDR), where initial cost model results will be presented and discussed.
In the last two months of the basic effort, a baseline cost model Contract End Item (CEI)
specification will be generated along with a data package for the cost model. At the Preliminary
Design Review, the preliminary cost model will be presented, and the results of the preliminary
evaluation of specification cost impacts will be reviewed.
This review will include a description of the general model structure, the assumptions used
in its construction, the source of all impact data, the approach for including the impact of the
Government specification requirements, the approach for using the actual cost experience
acquired during the option program fabrication of the components to calibrate the model, and the
estimated uncertainty of the model results.
R_4
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i. Specifications, Plans and Reports
Plans and reportsrequired for the basiceffortwillbe provided and updated as required by
Data Procurement Document 720.
J. Program Management
Program directionand coordinationwillbe provided by the projectmanager and his staff,
who will ensure that the disciplinesand systems are availableto support the tasks.
3. Priced Option
The priced option isa 28-month effortconsistingof development of a detailedturbopump
design, fabricationand assembly of development hardware, and test and evaluation of a
turbopump at the Stennis Space Center. This option will consistof the following tasks:
• Turbopump Design
• Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Design
• Special Test Equipment (STE) Design
• InterfaceControl Document
• Test Plans
• Detailed Design Review
• Detailed Cost Model
• Turbopump Fabrication & Assembly
• GSE Fabrication
• STE Fabrication
• Procedures Development
• Laboratory Testing
• Hazard Analysis
• Final Test Plan
• Engineering and Support
• Final Inspection
• Test Report
• Specifications,Plans and Reports
• Program Management
• Special Studies
• Technology Development Plan
a. Detailed Design
A detaileddesignand analysisofthe turbopump configurationselectedinthe basicprogram
will be conducted.
During the detailed turbopump design, analyses will be conducted to ensure the integrity of
the design. Included in this task are stress analyses on individual hardware details and
assemblies; turbine and pump performance operating loads; thermal, dynamic, flow, rotor
dynamics; and bearing and seal performance. (Section IV discusses P&W's Integrated Analysis
Plan.) Four sets of preliminary drawings and data packages will be submitted before the design
review.
A probabilistic failure analysis of life critical failure modes will be done to provide a
quantitative estimate of turbopump reliability.
Any GSE and STE requiredto install,service,and operate the turbopump assembly at the
Stennis Space Center will be analyzed and designed as defined in the Interface Control
Document.
II-8
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As part ofthe detaildesign,P&W willdevelop a turbopump testplan (DR-30) forverifying
the design.This plan willdescribethe turbopump assembly, interfacerequirements, instrumen-
tationneeds,propellantsrequirements,testobjectives,and operatingconditions.An Acceptance
Plan (DR-20) for other required tests (laboratory,subcomponent and components testsfor
design verification)willalsobe provided. Four weeks before deliveryof the turbopump, a final
testplan willbe provided. (Pratt& Whitney's IntegratedTest Plan isdiscussed in Section Ill.)
At completion of the detaildesign,a detaildesign review willbe conducted at Marshall
Space FlightCenter (MSFC). The review will include,among other items, a summary of the
analyses supporting the design.The proposed fabricationapproach willalso be reviewed.
b. Detailed Cost Model
The effortfor constructing the detailed cost model (Option) will begin in May 1990
(Figure II-5).The first3 months willbe dedicated to completing the programming of the in-
house versionof the cost model. During thisperiod,input data forthe model willbe gathered.A
manufacturing plan willbe generated for flightversionsof the turbopump. Production cost and
cost-relatedinput data willbe obtained for purchased parts from suppliers.The manufacturing
cost and cost-relatedinput data for P&W parts will be generated by P&W manufacturing
engineers.
The Operating and Support (O&S) cost portion of the model will need failuremode
Weibulls and scheduled and unscheduled maintenance event data for the O&S cost calculations.
This data will also be generated.
The model willbe capable ofscalingcomponents covering engine thrust sizesbetween 300K
and 800K and chamber pressurelevelsbetween 1500 psiaand 3200 psia.The dimensions and cost
impacts for these scaled components will be defined.
In preparation for the DDR, the production and O&S cost impacts of eliminating
Government specificationrequirements will be quantified.This information willbe obtained
from the suppliersfor the purchased parts,and itwillbe generated for the P&W parts.These
results,along with initialcost estimates generated by the cost model, willbe presented at the
DDR.
In the months followingDDR, the in-house cost model willbe exercised and perfected.
Work willstartinearly 1992 on the deliverablecostmodel. A user'smanual willbe generated for
the deliverablemodal.
After fabrication,updates willbe made to allinput data to reflectexperience gained during
the fabricationprocess.This updated data willincludemanufacturing cost and cost-relateddata
for all P&W-manufactured and purchased parts, Weibulls and maintenance event data,
Government specificationimpacts, and an updated Contract End Item specification.
In preparation for delivery of the model, the last 2 months will be spent generating
substantiating data for the model. These data will include historicaldata, examples, and
analogies.Component weight and design information needed foran independent cost assessment
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) willalsobe generated-The cost
model willbe deliveredto both NASA and the U.S. Air Force at the completion of the option
program with the user'smanual, a copy ofthe source code,and the independent costassessment
data.
P.$_614V4
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c. Prototype Fabrication
One complete set of turbopump hardware and one set of critical item spares (impellers,
housings, bearings, etc.) will be procured based on the detailed design completed. GSE and STE
required to support testing at SSC will also be fabricated. Assembly of the turbopump will be
conducted at P&W using P&W's configuration control system. A comparison of the turbopump
with the design previously reviewed will be conducted, Any discrepancies will be provided to
MFSC per the Acceptance Data Package 14 days prior to delivery of the turbopump assembly. A
hazard analysis will be conducted to determine potential for damage to the test facility, and the
results will be delivered before turbopump testing. Laboratory testing to verify the design will be
conducted. Included will be laboratory materials and property tests on fabricated hardware (weld
sample material), evaluation of fabrication cycle (weld samples), spin tests on rotating hardware,
vibration evaluations of hardware, and rig test evaluations of bearings (Table If-l).
Table 11-1. Turbopump Component Nondestructive l_pection and Design Verification
Requirements
Component
Impellers
Inducer
Disk/IBR
Turbine Blades
Turbine Stators
Pump Housings
Turbine Housings
Tie Bolt/Shaft
EDM Cast Test Bars
Bladed Rotor
Rotor Assembly
Bearings
NDI Legend
X -- X-ray
F -- FPI
S -- Sonk
D -- Dimensional
Nondestructive Inspection Design Verification Specification
X, F, S, D M, SP, B
X, F, S, D M, SP, B
X, F, S, D M, SP, B
X,F,D M,D
X,F,D M,D
X,F,D M,S,P
X,F,D M,S,P
X,F,D M
X,F M,F
D
D
R
D VS Legend
M --Materials Properties (Tensile, LCF, etc.)
SP -- Spin Test
B -- Burst Spin Test
S --Static Structural Test (Strt_ Coat, Strain
Gage, etc.)
D --Dynamic Structural Test (Vibration,
Holography, etc.)
P --Structural Proof P.mure
F --Surface Finish Evaluation
R -- Ri{r Tests
_mu/l
d. Procedures Development
A set of procedures will be generated for the assembly, disassembly, operation, inspection,
storage and transportation of the turbopump and will be delivered to NASA.
a. Test Hardware Support and Analysis
Engineering and logistics support to maintain the test hardware will be provide& The full-
scale turbopump assembly tests will provide functional evaluation of the pump, turbine, rotor
support, and rotor thrust control systems.
Pratt & Whitney will provide an interface drawing defining fluid conditions and allowable
interface loads as early as possible during the final design. Pratt & Whitney will work with the
JUOm6t4
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facility designers throughout the course of the program to ensure that installation and
operational requirements are met. Data analysis will be performed as needed during the 3-month
test period. When testing has been completed, a final inspection of the turbopump will be done,
and the condition of the hardware will be documented. A test report will be provided as required
by Data Requirement DR-34. The report will include the test results as well as findings from the
final inspection.
L Specifications, Plans and Reports
Plans and reports required for the option program will be provided and updated as required
by Data Procurement Document 720. Included are monthly, quarterly and final reports and other
various data procurement documents.
g. Program Management
Program direction and coordination will be provided by the Program Manager and his staff,
who will ensure that the disciplines and systems are available to support the tasks required.
h. Special Studies
An levelof effortequal to i000 man-hours will be provided for conducting any special
studies necessary during turbopump design and fabrication.
L Technology Development Plan
The technology development program plan that was developed inthe basicprogram willbe
updated during this phase. This plan addresses design and development concepts that are not
mature enough to includein the present design.Technology that may be considered forthe plan
included, but are not limited to, cast powdered metal impellers, directionallysolidified
(DS)/equiaxed integrallybladed disk,bearings with alternativematerialcages,cast bladed rings,
hydrostaticbearings, and hybrid bearings.
B. POTENTIAL PROBLEM AREA
Because of difficulties with the Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) inner race and the
ATD roller bearing, the turbopump bearings are a potential problem area in the ALS oxidizer
turbopump design.
C. INHERENT TECHNICAL RISK
1. Design
The SSME flight bearings have experienced flight inner race stress corrosion cracking.
Pratt & Whitney is pursuing a program to optimize the properties of AISI 440C and, in parallel
efforts, to develop a suitable replacement.
Sound design criteria for installation and controlled assembly procedures are essential to
avoid stress corrosion cracking. Pratt & Whitney's bearing design system provides radial fits that
are sufficient to prevent inner ring rotation but that avoid excessive race hoop stresses to
minimize the potential for stress corrosion cracking.
For the ALS Program, the calculated maximum room temperature and operating stresses
are provided in Table II-2.
]PJOM_4
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Table 11-2. ALS Program -- Maximum Bearing Hoop Stresses
Pump End 7_rbine End
Bali Roller
LOX Pump R.T. 15,000 psi 16,900 psi
Operating 7,800 psi 13,200 psi
To further reduce the risk, specific assembly procedures are defined to prevent bearing
damage during assembly. These procedures are designed to control moisture and to preclude the
introduction of contaminants during assembly.
Because of the microcracks found in the ATD roller bearing inner race, microcracks are a
serious concern for the ALS turbopump. Pratt & Whitney has identified the cause of the ATD
roller bearing inner race fracture as microcracks or metallurgical damage produced by the
manufacturing process. The ATD Program is now using a state-of-the-art eddy current
inspection system that will detect such defects. With the increased sensitivity of this eddy
current system, bearing manufacturers can refine and modify their manufacturing processes.
Early eddy current screening using an equivalent system by FAG (German bearing supplier),
provided the suppliers early feedback on their manufacturing techniques. This system is
currently being refined before being fully implemented at the three ATD bearing manufacturers
in April 1989. This refined eddy current inspection will be performed on all ALS bearings,
preventing the occurrence of similar manufacturing-induced failures.
2. Material Development Plan
Pratt & Whitney is seeking alternative materials with improved fracture toughness and
corrosion resistance under another contract. The results should be available in the 1991-92 time
frame, and as a result, alternate bearing materials could be considered for this program.
In the ATD Program, stress corrosion cracking (SCC) evaluation testing of an AIS] 9310
material inner race has accumulated 6,5 days in a 100 percent humidity environment mounted on
an arbor at 50,000 psi hoop stress. The lack of general corrosion resistance of AISI 9310 material
necessitates surface protection to ensure that corrosion itself does not induce/accelerate rolling
fatigue.
Because of the SCC limitations of 440C material and the general corrosion limitations of
AISI 9310 material, P&W is initiating a three-phase program approach to develop alternative
materials.
One phase is to evaluate the use of powdered metal (PM) technology. Pratt & Whitney has
an extensive background in developing and fabricating advanced PM alloys for blades, vanes, and
disks. These resources were used under Air Force contract (AFWAL-TR-85-2097) to develop new
corrosion resistant bearing alloys for gas turbine applications. One of the alloys in wrought
condition will be evaluated by a bearing manufacturer. The PM technology capabilities
demonstrated under this contract can be used to develop a new alloy. PM alloys with their finer
and more homogenous carbide composition offer improved fracture toughness and ease of
manufacturing.
Pratt & Whitney is also pursuing alternative materials development with bearings
manufacturers who are developing advanced bearing materials and tough fracture resistant
alloys, such as M50 NiL material and super M50 NiL material, for gas turbine applications.
R20N_4
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A bearing manufacturer has successfullycarburized high chrome steels(>12 percent) in
experimental programs. Such an alloycould be availablefor experimental evaluation by early
1990.
The development of a new PM bearing alloycould alsobe coupled with the new Howmet
VPSD TM (vacuum plasma structuraldeposition)process. This process offersthe possibilityof
depositinga corrosionresistantalloyover a ductilecore,producing improved fracturetoughness
and corrosion resistance.
In addition to the alternative material programs, the heat treatment and processing
techniques for 440C material are being investigated. This phase of the program will concentrate
on improving 440C material's resistance to SCC. This includes evaluating austenitizing
temperature, quench media, tempering temperature, and in-process manufacturing procedures
that can induce intergrannular attack or chemical contamination.
The most promising candidates from each phase will be evaluated in material characteriza-
tion tests by P&W, with the best candidate materials selected for ATD bearing rig screening.
Pratt & Whitney has developed unique rig testing capabilities, and these will be used to
accelerate the screening process to minimize the total development time.
Since the ALS Program followsthe ATD Program, the ALS Program willbe able to take
fulladvantage of ATD rigand bearing success.In the ATD Program, the bearing testprogram
has already demonstrated a robust design.For the ALS Program, this means added margin
because the ATD bearings operate at higher speeds and loads.The ATD high pressure oxidizer
turbopump (HPOTP) ballbearing showed remarkable durabilityby accumulating 1.1 hours in
LN 2 and 3.1 hours in L02, including 10 simulated SSME flightcycles.Post test inspection
showed wear on the ballswas lessthan 0.000050 in.In rollerbearing testing,two bearings have
totalled7.1 hours each, again validatingthisunique bearing design.Also the capabilitiesof the
fullymatured rigswillbe used to verifythe ALS bearing designs. This one-two approach to
design and test verificationwill ensure success for the ALS Program.
D. RISK REDUCTION
The following list summarizes the significant features of P&W's risk management plan for
the ALS design and development program.
• Early detailscreening and endurance demonstration in cryogenic rigs
-- Bearings
-- Damper Seals
-- InterpropellantSeals
IU_M4,
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• Supportive material characterization and thermal cycle test evaluations
-- Turbine blade and vane airfoils
-- Alternative alloy/casting process evaluation
• Alternative structural designs
-- Backup designs available upon determination of need
* Structural dynamic and proof tests at the detail/subcomponent levels
-- Pressure vessel proof tests
-- Spin test criticalrotor details
-- Dynamic spin test of turbine rotors
-- Rotor assembly impedance tests
-- Bearing support spring rate evaluation
• Structural design margin
-- Structuraldesign point of ALS components is115 percent of
RPL
• Design VerificationSystem approach
-- Clear issues as early as possible
-- Clear issues at lowest test levelpossible
1, Alternative Plans
Each component has alternative low cost, high reliability concepts and technology
programs to ensure that any potential impact to the design and schedule is prevented or
minimized. Tables II-3 and II-4 list the major components with their material and fabrication
alternatives.
2. Backup Approaches
A proven backup configuration is available to minimize schedule impact in the event that a
primary design does not meet cost reliability or performance goals. Table II-4 illustrates the risk
mitigation concept.
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Table 11-3. Oxidizer Turbopump Component Materials
Component Material Rationale Alternative Materials
Bearing, Ball
Race and Elements
Cage
Bearing, Rotler
Inner Race and
Elements
Outer Race
Cage
Blade, 1st-Stage
Turbine
Blade, 2st-Stage
Turbine
Disk/ShaR, Turbine
Disk, Thrust
Housing, Pump Inlet
Housing, Pump
Discharge
Housing, Turbine
Discharge
Housing, Turbine
Inlet
Impeller, Pump
Inducer, Pump
Seal, Labyrinth
Vane tst-Stage
Tm'bine
Vane, 2nd-Sta@
Turbine
440C
Bronze-Filled
Teflon
440C
AISI 9310
Grass Cloth
W/Teflon
MAR-M-247
MAR-M-247
Waspaloy
[nco 718
Inco 718
Inco 718
Haynes Alloy
230
Haynes Alloy
230
Inco 718
Inco 718
Inco 718
Haynes Agoy
230
MAR-M-247
Corrosion Resistance
Minimal Race and Ball Wear
Corrosion Resistance
Fracture Toughness
Cost, Experience
Casting Experience, Cost,
Withstand Thermal Shock
Casting Experience, Cost,
Withstand Thermal Shock
Yield and Fatigue Strength,
Cost, Ductility
Machinability, Cost
Supplier Casting Experience,
Cost, Strength
Supplier Casting Experience,
Cost, Strength
H 2 Resistance, Strength
H 2 Resistance, Strength
Supplier Casting Experience,
Cost, Strength
Supplier Casting Experience,
Cost, Strength
Machlnability, Coat
Integrally Cast With Turbine
Inlet Housing
Casting Experience, Cost,
Withstand Thermal Shock
M-50 NIL, AISI 9310, 52100,
BG-42
Carbon Teflon, Carbon Polymide,
Glass Cloth-FiUed Teflon
M-50 NIL, AISI 9310, 52100,
BG-42
Carbon Polymide, Carbon Teflon
Stellite 31, IN-t00, PWA 1480
SXL
Stelhte 31, IN-100, PWA 1480
SXL
IN-t00, Inco 718, Astroloy
Waspaloy, X-750
Haynes 242, Mar-M-247, Haynes
230, A-286, Incoloy 909
Haynes 242, Mar-M-247, Haynes
230, A-286, [ncoloy 909
Max-M-247, A-286, Haynes 242,
Incoloy 909
lncoloy 909, A-286, Haynes 242,
Mar-M-247
Waspaloy, 347 SST
Waspaloy, 347 SST
Waspaloy, X-750
Haynes 242, MAR-M-247
[nco 718, Inco 625, Stellite 31,
IN-100
R_4
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Table 11-4. Oxidizer Turbopump Component Fabrication Concepts
Component
Bearing, Ball
Bearing, Roller
Blade, Ist-Stage
Turbine
Blade, 2nd-Stage
Turbine
Disk/ShaR, Turbine
Housing, Pump Inlet
Housing, Pump
Discharge
Housing, Turbine
Discharge
Housing, Turbine
Inlet
Impeller,Pump
Inducer, Pump
Vane, Ist-Stage
Turbine
Vane, 2nd-Stage
Turbine
Fabrication
Concept
Multi-PieceCage
One-Piece Cage
Near-Net Equiaxed
Casting with
Hollow Airfoils
Near-Net Equlaxed
Casting with
Hollow Airfoils
Forged Disk and
Bonded Shaft
One-Piece Casting
(FineGrain and
HIP)
One-Piece Casting
(Fine Grain and
HIP)
One-Piece Casting
(Fine Grain and
HIP)
One-Piece Casting
(Fine Grain and
HIP)
Cast Shrouded
Impeller with
Swept Vanes (Fine
Grain and HIP)
Near-Net Casting
(FineGrain and
HIP)
One-Piece Cast
Stator with Hollow
Vanes
One-Piece Cast
Statorwith Hollow
Vanes
Alternative
Concepts
One-Piece Cage
Near-Net Equlaxed Casting
With SolidAirfoils
Near-Net EquJaxed Casting
with Sel_dAirfoils
IBR (Integrally Bladed Rotor)
with:
*Solid-State Bonded Blades
"ECM or EDM Blades
*Milled Blades
Bladed Ring (Cast Blade
Ring) Bonded to Forged Hub
Cast IBR
One-Piece Forging
Combination Cast/Wrought
Details Welded Together
One-Piece Forging
Combination Cast/Wrought
Detaib Welded Together
One-Piece Forging
Combination Cast/Wrought
DetailsWelded Together
One-Piece Forging
Combirmtion Cast/Wrought
DetailsWelded Together
Forged Hub and Vanes with
Attached Shroud:
*solid-State Bonded
*Brazed and Welded
*Mechanical
Shape Formed by Rapid
Omnidirectional Compaction
Shape Formed by Rapid
Omnidirectional Compaction
Bicast_ Hollow Vanes Cast
into Inner and Outer
Shrouds
Bicast: Hollow Vanes Cast
into Inner and Outer
Shrouds
Risk M_tigation
Concepts
Cast SingleCrystalwith
Hollow A/F
Cast SingleCrystalwith
Hollow A/F
Forged Disk and Integral
Extruded Shaft
Forged,Welded, and Machined
Details
Forged,Welded, and Machined
Details
Forged, Welded, and Machined
Details
Forged, Welded, and Machined
Details
Forged and Machined Shrouded
Impeller with Radial Vanes
Forged and Machined
Cast Segments with Hollow
Vanes
Cast Segments with Hollow
Vanes
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SECTION III
INTEGRATED TEST PLAN
During the Advanced Launch System (ALS) oxidizerturbopump development program,
Pratt & Whitney (P&W) will conduct testing to evaluate materials selected,to evaluate
fabrication techniques, and to verify the design. Testing will be at the material/parts,
component, and turbopump levels.Nondestructive Inspection (NDI), Design Verification
Specification(DVS), and full-scaledemonstration testswill cover the range of testingto be
completed.
In the basic effort,laboratorytestsof materials-- such as high cyclefatigue(HCF), low
cycle fatigue (LCF), structural tests and propellant capability tests -- will determine
materials/fabricationacceptabilityfrom a mission and fluid-compatibilitystandpoint.
In the pricedoption,laboratorymaterialproperty testswillalsobe conducted. In addition,
weld samples willbe evaluated,spin testswillbe performed on rotatinghardware, and vibration
evaluationwillbe performed on components and subassemblies.Bearings willbe evaluated by rig
testingand full-scaleturbopump assembly testswillprovide functionalevaluationof the pump,
turbine, rotor support, and rotor thrust control systems.
Facilitiesat the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA's) Marshall
Space FlightCenter and Stennis Space Center and P&W facilitieswillbe used to accomplish the
turbopump program objectives.Specialtestequipment and toolingwillbe requiredforsupport of
this program at P&W.
A. MATERIALS/PARTS
Initialtestingwillbe performe_l at the material/partlevel.Qualificationof part integrity
and initialevaluation of the design willbe accomplished by both NDI and DVS testing.
NDI techniques will include dimensional, x-ray, fluorescent penetrant inspection, and sonic
inspection. DVS testing will include tensile, LCF, and HCF tests. The objectives of these tests is
to verify that material properties are acceptable and that the design requirements have been met.
1. Design Requirements
The turbopump hardware willbe designed tomeet low acquisitionand low operationalcosts
as well as high reliability.
2. Objectives
The P&W goal isto verifythe turbopump design atthe lowestpossiblelevelby testing.NDI
and DVS test objectivesoutline the testing that must be accomplished for qualifying a
component. For the materials evaluation,fabricated samples will be tested to determine
materials properties (tensile,LCF, HCF, etc.)of fine grain Inconel 718 and other selected
materials.
3. Facilities and Equipment
Mechanical and physicalpropertiestestsfor materialswillbe conducted on the existingtest
stands in P&W's Materials Engineering laboratory.These stands can testmaterials in eithera
helium or a hydrogen environment at pressures from ambient to 8000 psig.Test temperatures
can be varied from ambient to 1800"F. Cryogenic testingcan also be accomplished in the
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materials laboratory where a gaseous or liquid nitrogen environment is used at ambient pressure
and temperatures down to -320"F.
4. Test Method
Material characterization will be performed through the P&W Materials Engineering
laboratory. The characterization program will substantiate the material selections for the ALS
hardware elements over the full range of environmental exposure encountered during the ALS
operating cycle. A full description of the materials characterization program, as currently
defined, is provided in the ALS turbopump "Materials Control Plan."
B. COMPONENTS
Both NDI and DVS testing will be used in the component test plan. Materials properties
tests will concentrate on test bars produced with the individual component hardware rather than
separate test bars. The DVS testing will further define and verify the design requirements by
means of spin, structural pressure, and surface finish testing.
1. Design Requirements
The turbopump hardware will be designed to meet low acquisition and low operational cost
as well as high reliability.
2. Objectives
The P&W objective is to verify the turbopump design at the lowest possible level by testing.
NDI and DVS test objectives outline the testing that must be accomplished for qualifying a
component. Materials will be evaluated to determine properties (tensile, LCF, HCF, etc.) of
selected materials.
Spin and spin burst tests will be used to simulate operational rotating characteristics to
verify component structural integrity. Spin burst testing will confirm the design margin and
further define the operational safety margins for the structural characteristics involved.
A pressure proof test will ensure that the subject component can withstand design pressures
and will define the structural design margins relative to these pressures. Surface finish testing
will determine the quality of the finish as well as initialize a data base for further surface finish
design.
Bearing rig tests and seal testing will be used to monitor bearing/seal performance, life, and
wear characteristics. Testing at P&W's E20/21 test stands will simulate operational conditions
and will verify design requirements before full-scale testing.
3. Facilities and Equipment
NDI and DVS material testing and proof pressure testing will be performed with existing
P&W equipment. Existing facilities will be used for the spin tests; tooling modifications will be
required to adapt the spin equipment to the ALS hardware. Existing Alternate Turbopump
Development (ATD) Program bearing and seal rigs will be used for the bearing/seal tests. Some
adaptive tooling may be required for the ALS application.
4. Test Method
Material testing will be accomplished by laboratory evaluation of fabricated test specimens.
AU turbopump pumping components (impellers, inducers) will be subjected to spin tests to verify
analytical predictions of local cyclic strain range.
item6/1|
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Turbine blades for the turbopump will be subjected to further dynamic stress analysis in a
spin test that verifies the structural adequacy of the blade when dynamic (vibratory) stresses are
imposed concurrent with rotating loads.
A full set of blades will be installed in the turbopump shaft/disk and fixtured for spin
testing. Selected blades from each stage will have been instrumented with strain gages to
measure both dynamic (vibratory) and steady strains. This instrumentation is routed through a
slip ring device that is a part of the spin test facility. After the bladed disk assembly is rotated to
the speed simulating the turbopump operating condition of interest, the blades will be excited
with air jets or with piezoelectric crystals (also installed on the instrumented blades). The
combined steady (rotating load) strains and vibratory strains will be monitored by the strain gage
instrumentation and recorded by the data acquisition system. Post-test analysis will verify that
superimposed vibratory and steady stresses representative of the operating environment are
within the Goodman diagram criteria for infinite high cycle fatigue (HCF) part life. These tests
will also quantify any change in resonant response resulting from the concurrent load
application.
Spin stress evaluations for turbine components consist of static and vibratory strain-gage
surveys of a component being spun in a spin rig at speeds ranging from zero to the maximum
expected operating speed. Since the spin pit will be operated at room temperature, corrections
will be made to account for material property differences. The static-strain survey will be
performed at incremental speeds, with gages located at nominal and predicted high-stress areas.
The vibratory survey will be conducted continuously through the entire speed range. Gages will
be located at positions that allow identification of predicted mode shapes and determination of
vibratory stress ratios. The vibratory modes will be excited by air jets impinging on the
component while it is spinning, or by piezoelectric crystals attached directly to the test article.
Staticstraindata willbe reduced and correlatedwith analysisof the components to verify
that cyclicstrainranges are low enough to meet lifegoals.Vibratory data will be reduced to
determine naturalfrequencies,mode shapes,and vibratorystressratios.The vibratorydata will
alsobe compared to analyticalpredictionsto ensure that potentialhigh-energy vibratorymodes
are not present in the normal operating rotor speed ranges.
All turbopump major rotor components will be spin tested to verify burst margins and
ultimate burst conditions. Each rotor part (impellers, inducers, and integral shafts/disks) will be
individually mounted in an evacuated (vacuum) spin pit and rotated at incremental speeds up to
a speed that simulates 122 percent of the design limit load speed, adjusted for room temperature
material properties. Plastic growth measurements of the bore and pilot diameters, based on pre-
and post-run dimensional inspections, will be used to verify structural burst margin and to
calculate ultimate burst conditions.
All turbopump vessels will be pressure tested to verify structural integrity and to
demonstrate that stressesat criticalocationsdo not exceed the design criteriaof 0.2 percent
yieldlimitat 1.2 times the design point limitpressure condition (includingtoleranceadditions).
Pressure vesselswillbe assembled to toolfixturesor mating partsto provide interfacerestraints,
load paths,etc.External loads willbe appliedthrough load frames and fixturesto complete the
environmental load simulation.Strain gage instrumentation willbe attached at the locationof
predictedhigh stress,or at locationsofstressconcentrations definedby analysisand laboratory
test.Direct deflectionmeasurements may also be recorded during testing.Each vesselwillbe
pressurizedusing water orhydraulicoilatroom temperature.The deflectionand straingage data
willbe reduced and correlatedto the structuralanalysisto verifythat all strainsand strain
ranges meet structuralmargin and lifegoals.
All critical turbopump parts having potential vibratory modes of excitation will be subjected
to laser holographic analysis to determine resonant mode shapes and frequencies. These tests
ita0R_ll
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will concentrate on parts that have potential high-energy excitationsources,such as turbine
blades,vanes, and strutsand pump impellersand inducers.However, other criticalhardware
having possiblemechanical or hydraulicexcitationsources(such as housings,bellows,ducts,and
structural supports) may also be evaluated using these techniques. Each part will be
representativelymounted and excited over a range of frequencies covering all possible
turbopump excitationsusing a vibratoryforcetransducer.Laser holograms willbe produced for
all conditions of part resonance, identifyingopticallythe deformation (mode shapes) of the
structure.These data willbe compared to the finite-elementanalysis predictionsof resonant
response to verifythat the turbopump is free of resonant incidence at conditions of steady
operation.
For detailpart resonant responses that occur in the turbopump operating range, further
testingto determine the dynamic stressassociatedwith the resonant conditionwillbe conducted.
Further qualitativemapping of stressdistributionswillbe performed on the shaker tableusing
brittlelacquercoatingor noncontacting infraredmethods. Small, low mass straingages willthen
be installedat maximum modal stressresponse locations,and a complete quantitativestress
analysisconducted inallresponse modes ofinterest.These stressdata willverifythe low modal
stresssensitivity(stressresponse/unit input)and associatedsuitabilityfor turbopump operation
over the fulldesign speed range.
The turbopump rotor assembly willundergo impedance teststo provide modal data that
willverifythe analyticallypredicted rotordynamic characteristics.Rotordynamic characteristics
at the impedance test conditions (zero rpm, room temperature) are predicted using the same
design system that provides operationalconditioncharacteristics;therefore,these testsserveto
provide maximum confidence in the accuracy of the on-condition dynamic rotor stability
margins.
Experimental modal analysis isa state-of-the-artestprocedure that uses a digitalFast
Fourier Transform Analyzer to characterizethe dynamic behavior of structures.The assembled
rotor is supported by very soft,no'n-interactingmounts at the bearing support locations,
simulating the rotor in the free-free,non-rotating state.Instrumentation consists of small
piezoelectricaccelerometers located along the length of the rotor.
Transient-impact techniques willbe used to calculatefrequency response functions (FRF)
from measured input-forceexcitationsand response accelerationsgenerated atseverallocations
along the axis of the rotor.Curve-fittingalgorithms willbe used to estimate a mathematical
model of the structureresponse from which the resonant frequenciesand corresponding mode
willbe extracted.Rotor modal response data willbe correlatedto the analyticalrotordynamic
predictionsfor the testconditions,providing verificationof (or correctionto) the assumptions
and prediction system used for operational dynamic margins.
Cryogenic test rigsare availablefor turbopump ball and rollerbearing evaluation.The
objectiveofthe bearing rigtestprogram isto providebearing performance and wear data,which
supports turbopump bearing lifegoals,from cryogenic (designfluid)operation at actualspeed
and load conditions as defined by the duty cycle.
A GN2-powered turbinedrivewillbe provided for each rig.Applicationofradialload to the
testbearings isaccomplished by a pneumatic actuator centered on the inboard bearing. The
radialload reacted at the outboard testsbearing islower than the load appliedto the inboard
bearing, providing the opportunity to evaluate a range of load values during each test.
In the ball bearing rig,axialloads can be simultaneously applied through an additional
pneumatic actuator.This featuresimulates the transientaxialloadsthat occur during the short
period before the thrust piston facepressure buildsto an adequate levelto reactthe net rotor
axial loads.During steady-stateoperation,the axial loading required on the ball bearing to
prevent excessiveball excursions isapplied by the wave spring at the outboard test bearing.
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Synchronization of applied loads with increasing speed, to simulate the actual load/speed
ramp of the turbopump, can be accomplished by varying the pressurization rate of the pneumatic
cylinders through fixed orifices. Redundant coolant flowpaths allow the test bearing flow rates to
be set individually for test program flexibility. The rig will also accept a full complement of
diagnostic instrumentation, including instrumentation to measure coolant temperatures and
pressures at each bearing, speed, vibration, and outer race metal temperature.
C, FULL-SCALE TURBOPUMP
Turbopump testingwillbe conducted at the Stennis Space Center to provide functional
evaluation of the pump, turbine, rotor support, and rotor thrust control system.
1. Design Requirement
The turbopump hardware will be designed to meet low acquisition and low operational cost
as well as high reliability.
2. Objective
To demonstrate a highly reliable,low cost turbopump for the ALS program
3. Fabrication and Equipment
The turbopump test stand willbe provided by NASA. Special test equipment, such as
interfaceconnections, and any ground test equipment will be provided by P&W.
4. Test Methods
A turbopump test plan outliningtest objectivesand operating conditions isprovided in
Table Ill-1.
A period of three months, including two weeks for mounting in the test stand, has been
allotted for turbopump testing at Stennis Space Center. The assembled test article will be
delivered in the middle of the 24th month, ready to be mounted in the Stennis test cell. The rig
will be completely instrumented at P&W before shipment.
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Table 111-1. Preliminary Oxidizer Turbopump Test Program
Duration Pumpin$ Fluid Test No. Ob/ective Test Drive Fluid
5 sec SS rain LN2 1 A Rotation GH 2
5 sec SS rain LN_ 2 B,E,F Run to 20%* GH 2
$ _c SS mJn LN z 3 B,E,F Run to 50%* GH_
I0 sec SS rain LN 2 I B,C,D,E,F Run to 20%" GG
I0 sec -qS rain LN 2 2 B,C,D,E,F Run to 50%" GG
TBD LN 2 3,4,6 C,D,E,F Run to 80, 90, and 100% ° GG
I0 sec SS ,-in LO 2 1 B,C,D,E,F Run to 50%* GG
TBD LO 2 2--6 C,D,E,F Run to 80, 85, 90, 95 and 100% ° GG
TBD LO 2 7,8,9,10 Optional GG
"Percent of Turbopump Horsepower
A Demonstrate Breakaway Torque
B
C
D
E
F
Ver/fyStabil/ty,Vibrat/on,and Genera/ System Health
VerifyTransientResponse
Verify Beanng Cooling, Seal Performance, Thermal Conduction, and Perform Thermal Cycle
Verify Pump Performance and Stability
VerifyTurbine Performance
R_g_g_14
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SECTION IV
INTEGRATED ANALYSIS PLAN
A key to the preliminary and detaildesign ofthe Advanced Launch System (ALS) oxidizer
turbopump isthe analyticalwork done during the design.This sectionoutlinesthe analyses that
will contribute to the design of the ALS oxidizer turbopump.
This integratedanalysisplan covers the analyticresourcesto be used fordesign and design
environment definition,requirements allocation,data evaluation, performance prediction,
margin assessment, and compatibility assessment. The development process is iterative,
resultingin multiple analyses by the same functionalelement as the product matures and is
refined.The followingelements are involved in designing a low cost,highly reliableoxidizer
turbopump:
• System Design
• Pump Hydrodynamics
• Turbine Aerodynamics
• Turbine AirfoilDurability
• Structural Dynamics
• Rotor Dynamics
• Bearings
• Interpropellant Seal
• Heat Transfer
• Materials
• Structural Integrity
• Reliability/Maintainability/Safety
• Cost Model
• Process Selection
• Weights
Analyses for the oxidizer turbopump range from simple hand calculationssupporting
mechanical design to sophisticatedcomputerized models simulating the complete system. The
models of primary importance in the analysiseffortare the Power Balance Model (PBM), used
for steady-staterequirement definitiondesign trades and performance assessment, and the
Digital Transient Model (DTM), used for establishing compatibility with other engine
components. Output from these models provide the framework within which the detaileddesign
and evaluation analyses are conducted.
Detail design and evaluation activityissupported by a varietyof computer codes relating
directlyto the analysisitem.These codes are validatedthrough correlationwith previous rocket
system or gas turbine engine design and testdata.The followingsectionsprovide a summary of
the detailed analysis techniques, their input requirements, verificationbasis, output and
products, and output empirical verificationcriteria.
A. SYSTEM DESIGN
Table IV-1 shows the system analyses to be used during the ozidizerturbopump system
design.The analysiscodes,based on variousSpace Transportation Engine models,willbe used to
define the system design environment, identify design requirements and margins, predict
performance, and evaluate data.
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B. PUMP HYDRODYNAMIC ANALYSES
Table IV-2 identifies the analyses to be done on components to define and evaluate pump
hydrodynamics.
Meanline calculations will be made for each subcomponent of the pump (inlet/discharge
ducts, vanes, inducers, impellers), employing numerous empirical models and correlations to
establish loss coefficients, fluid deviation angles, hydrodynamic loading limits, and basic sizing
criteria.
Quasi 3-D Euler streamline analyses will be used for internal flow analysis of impellers and
stationary vane cascades with solutions of radial equilibrium, continuity, intrablade, and energy
equations to provide internal velocity-pressure distributions. Empirical correlations will be used
to account for the influence of losses, fluid deviations, etc.
Two dimensional (2-D) Potential Flow Analyses will provide detailed evaluation of suction-
pressure surface velocity distributions within blade and vane cascades. Boundary layer
subroutines will account for viscous effects and predict flow separations.
A turbopump flow model will be constructed for the overall turbopump system, using
subcomponent performance models, empirical seal leakage correlations, impeller disk fric-
tion/pumping analysis, and fluid property routines. The model provides overall pump perfor-
mance map predictions and evaluation of turbopump axial thrust loads.
C. TURBINE AERODYNAMICS
The turbine design will have a mean diameter wheel speed that is compatible with allowable
disk and airfoil root attachment stress criteria. The chosen wheel speed also provides a high
design point wheel-to-gas velocity ratio, ensuring that efficiency will not fall off significantly at
maximum power level (MPL) operation. The design point velocity ratios are conservative so the
design aerodynamic risk is minimal. Table IV-3 outlines the turbine design analyses.
The size of the turbine annulus is defined by the last-stage blade root centrifugal stress
limit for the chosen blade material, which is a function of annulus area × rpm 2. This annulus size
is also selected to yield a favorable exit Mach number and low exit swirl. All these studies will be
done by evaluating the turbine at the mean line velocity diagram aerodynamics.
Once basic parameters of annulus size, rpm, and wheel speed are determined, a detail study
of the work splits between the stages, along with the stage reaction levels, will be performed to
optimize the performance against known aerodynamic airfoil design risk parameters. Nearly
equal work splits will be used, which is the natural high performance conclusion for turbines that
have moderate overall pressure ratios. The choice of reaction level (ratio of static pressure drop
across the blade to the pressure drop across the stage) will be the next study concluded.
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Low reaction levels yield low blade tip leakage losses but can also lead to airfoil
aerodynamic flow separation because of the high degree of blade gas angle turning with little
pressure drop acrossthe airfoil.Airfoilconvergence,the flow area entering the blade divided by
the flow area leaving,is an important parameter for evaluating airfoilseparation before the
airfoilprogresses to finaldesign.Airfoilconvergence willbe an output of the meanline design
program along with the predicted performance and exit conditions.Historically,turbines that
have lessthan 25 percent mean reactionlevelor have blade convergence ratiosof lessthan 1.20
tend to separate and perform poorly at off-designvelocityratios.Because this design must
operate at off-designvelocityratios,considerableconvergent ratio margin will be provided.
Detail airfoildesign, based on a three-dimensional flow analysis,will be performed to
substantiatethese conservativechoices.
Airfoilchord selectionwillbe a trade-offbetween the allowableairfoilbending stressversus
the efficiencylossesincurred from secondary flow lossesin low blade height,largechord, widely
spaced airfoils.Airfoilbending stressis inverselyproportionalto both the number of airfoils
accepting the totalturning load and also to their axial chord length squared.
Studiesto optimize the number ofblades and vanes willbe finalizedin the design process.
The same number ofbladeswillbe used in each stagetoallow the use ofcommon broach slotsfor
bladed disk configurations.Ifintegrallybladed rotors(IBRs) are used, thisrequirement willbe
dropped.
To ensure that the preliminary sizingstudiesare correct,P&W willprogress beyond the
2-D meanline design into the 3-D flowpath design in which 11 separate streamline velocity
diagrams are modeled across the entireannular flowpath. This willfullydefinethe airfoilinlet
and exit angles and flow conditions across the entireblade height.Individualairfoilflowpaths
willbe designed atthe criticalrootand tipsectionsto match the meanline sections.The channel
flow between airfoilswill also be evaluated.
The airfoilsurface contours will be modified until smooth suction surface pressure
distributionsare obtained. The blade airfoilsectionswillthen be hollowed to obtain a thin,
tapered wall from root totip to distributethe centrifugalstressesand to maintain the thin walls
necessary for low thermal strains.The airfoilpull forceswillthen be calculatedand the airfoil
root attachment and disk configurations formed to meet liferequirements. Similar design
analysis is used to configure the vane airfoils.
The selectedturbineef_ciency goal isconsistentwith rocketturbinespreviouslydeveloped.
Pratt & Whitney historicallyhas shown good agreement between turbine efficiencypredictions
and test data.
O. TURBINE AIRFOIL DURABILITY
Table IV-3 shows the analyses to be done to evaluate turbine airfoil durability.
During the basic effort,limitson turbine blade pullstresswillbe generated based on the
creep life requirements, predicted metal temperatures, and materials capabilitiesin the
appropriate hot gas environment. Since blade pull stressisa function of turbine annulus area
times rotorspeed squared,settinglimitson pullstresswillhelp definean acceptable speed and
turbine annulus size.Also, limitson vane gas bending stressesare generated based on stress
rupture requirements.
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A one-dimensional, thermal shock analysis will be performed on the turbine hot flowpath
hardware to identify maximum wall thickness limits for the turbine blades, vanes, and endwalls.
This analysis will require that the start and shutdown transient turbine parameters be defined.
The results of this analysis, which sets maximum airfoil wall thicknesses when coupled with the
turbine aerodynamic requirements for airfoil outside contour requirements, will identify whether
the airfoil will be a hollow or a thin and solid design. This preliminary design will then be
screened for vibrational characteristics to ensure high cycle fatigue (HCF) acceptability.
Selection of the turbine hot flowpath/airfoil materials will be governed by cost and
manufacturing techniques, as well as its compatibility with the hot gas environment. For the
turbine exposed to hydrogen, alloys previously characterized in high-pressure hydrogen will be
considered. Use of equiaxed alloys will be preferred because of lower cost, and single-crystal
alloys will only be considered if required for durability. In a methane environment, carbon will be
included in such design considerationsas foreignobjectdamage and added pull due to carbon
buildup on the blades.
During the priced option,the blade and vane geometry will be defined externally and
internallyifa core is used. Detailed heat transferand structuralanalysis using the MARC
computer code will be done on all the blades. This analysis will define the thermal shock
capabilityofthe blades.This analyticaltool has been empiricallycorrelatedto resultsfrom the
Marshall Space FlightCenter (MSFC) and P&W thermal shock testingdescribed in National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) TM-86528 and AIAA-86-1443. The blades will
alsobe analyzed using a probabilisticlifemodel developed jointlybetween P&W and NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). The model accounts for statisticalvariations in materials
properties,airfoilgeometry, engine parameters, and transient variations.
E. STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS
Table IV-4 outlines the structuraldynamics analyses.
Pratt & Whitney's design system forthe ALS oxidizerturbopump willuse extensivefinite
element analysis to tune fundamental vibratory modes away from primary excitations.All
components willbe manufactured from alloysexhibitinghigh strength and satisfactoryfatigue
capability.Frictiondampers willbe used to lower the vibratoryresponse of the turbinebladesto
increase HCF durability.
The P&W design criteria requires a minimum of 10 percent margin between the natural
frequencies of all rotating and stationary hardware and the primary excitation frequencies in the
turbopumps. Primary excitations include one, two, three and four times the rotor speed (1E, 2E,
3E and 4E) plus additional excitations caused by the pressure pulses produced as the rotating
components pass a stationary vane, strut, or other flow disruption.
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Blade platform-to-platform friction dampers are used to damp all blade excitations, and
have proved to be effective at all power levels. These dampers control buffet and resonant
vibratory stresses. Pratt & Whitney has developed an analysis code to size the damper and to
predict the stress reduction. The program uses an energy method to evaluate the stress reduction
for a range of loading forces. Frictional dampers will be used for both bladed disk and IBR
configurations.
With IBR's, a method to damp blade resonances in the operation range must be provided.
For dampers to be effective, relative motion between adjoining parts is required. One damping
scheme eliminates the resonance energy through frictional heat with finger dampers. The
dampers are placed between each airfoil in milled or cast channels. Another scheme is a tuned
ring that eliminates the energy from the airfoils by being tuned to resonant frequencies different
from those in the airfoil. Because of the extensive damper experience base available, the baseline
configurations will be a stiff conventional damper to bridge the platform gap between blades to
frictionally dissipate the vibrational energy through the relative motion of the adjacent platform.
Design criteria developed from operational hardware, in conjunction with proven analytical
techniques, will help ensure the turbopumps exhibit dynamic structural integrity. Avoidance of
resonance at all power levels wil.1 minimize vibratory excitation. Analytical predictions will be
verified by a full laboratory and rig substantiation testing program as described in Section III.
F. ROTOR DYNAMICS
Table IV-5 outlines the rotor dynamics analyses.
The ALS turbopump design uses proven criteria and analytical methods to provide
acceptable rotor dynamics. The high-pressure turbopump design provides stiff rotors, bearings,
and rotor support structures with roughened stator damper seals. Each rotor is supported by
strategically located, stiff, durable, bearings for optimum rotor dynamics. These features result in
fundamental rotor bending modes, located a minimum of 20 percent above the maximum design
operating speed. This, combined with an effective rotor balance procedure results in low
synchronous response.
The ALS oxidizerturbopump design willbe analyzed to ensure (I) operation below rotor
bending modes, (2) sufficientstabilitymargin, and (3) a high integrityrotorbalance. Meeting
these provisionswillrequireoptimization of the mechanical design of the rotor,bearings,rotor
supports, damper seals,and housings for acceptable rotor dynamic characteristics.
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In high-pressure rocket turbopump designs, P&W provides combined rotor support system
stiffness (bearing, carrier, and backup structure) that equals or exceeds the relative stiffness of
the rotor structure to minimize rotor strain energy. Simplex bearing configurations are favored
because of the stiffness uncertainties associated with duplex ball bearings.
Rotor dynamics synchronous response, seal characterization, and stability analysis codes
will be used as needed to determine the damper seal configuration requirements for optimized
system dynamics. Each of the seals is designed for high damping, moderate stiffness, and
minimal leakage. The incorporation of damper seals in the pumps provides a reduction of
synchronous response throughout the operating speed range, resulting in low dynamic bearing
loads and rotor deflection, sufficient margin on the threshold speed of instability, and additional
rotor load support.
G. BEARINGS
Table IV-6 gives the analyses to be done for the bearings.
Analytical work for the bearings willaccomplish the following:.
• Establish cooling requirements using Shaberth computer program for fric-
tional heat generation and empirical equations for windage.
Identify axial preload for ball bearings using Jones computer program.
Optimize preload to minimize ballspin-to-rollratio,minimize ballexcursion,
maximize stiffness,prevent ballskidding,provide acceptablecontactstresses,
and calculate rollingcontaet fatiguelife.
Using P&W fitcheck codes,establishinner and outer ringfitstoprevent ring
spinning,minimize inner ringhoop stresses,and provide adequate outer race
deadband clearance for ball bearing preload and rollerbearing outer race
flexibility.
• Select rollerbearing negative inner race clearance (IRC) for proper roller
guidance.
• Review cage clearances to determine if they are adequate for ALS operating
conditions.
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1. All-Bali-Bearing Configuration
During the design of the ALS oxidizerturbopump, P&W willconduct analyses aimed at
developing all-ball-bearingconfigurations,with the goal of designing low-cost alternativesto
rollerbearings.All-ball-bearingconfigurationsallow forincreasedbearingquantities,provide the
capabilityto handle startup and shutdown axialloads in eitherdirection,and allow for looser
assembly tolerances.Additional analyses to be done to meet thisobjectiveincludethe following:
* A mechanical design study to ensure that the ballbearing willfitin roller
compartment
• A rotor dynamics trade study to determine ifball bearing support provides
adequate rotor dynamics.
During the pricedoption,P&W willconduct additionalanalyses during the finaldesign to
accomplish the following:.
• Finalize fits and clearances taking into account shaft thrust loads and race
clamping loads.
Using Jones program, perform trade studiesto determine effectsof misalign-
ments, ranges in preload, ranges in IRC from fittolerances,and margin for
increased sideloads.
Through rigmargin and endurance testing,verifyheat generation,monitor
bearing wear, and study effectsof coolant depletion,and axial and radial
overloads.
2. Alternate Cage Design
As an option, Pratt & Whitney will consider an alternate one-piece cage design for ball
bearings under a technology development program. Analytical work would include the following:
• A Jones analysisto determine equivalentrigoperating condition to simulate
ball-to-racecontact stress,ball spin velocities,and ball rotationalvelocity
• A literature search to identify candidate materials
• A rig test program and coverage to evaluate materials.
3. Hydrostatic Bearings
Pratt & Whitney will consider analyses under a technology development program to
determine feasibility of using hydrostatic bearings in the ALS oxidizer turbopump.
H. INTERPROPELLANT SEAL
A transient thermal analysis will be performed for static and rotating components to
determine thermal and structural stresses and resulting seal clearances during transient
operating conditions. These clearances will be analyzed together with rotor deflections to avoid
potential rubs. The final clearmlces will be used to determine seal performance, including flow
rates and pressure profiles; the effects of the pressures on thrust balance and component loading;,
and the loss of cryogens overboard.
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Test resultsobtained during testingof the various knife edge sealing systems in the
interpropellantsealrigfor the Space Shuttle Main Engine Alternate Turbopump Development
(SSME ATD) Program willbe used to calibrateanalyticalprocedures forthe design of labyrinth
sealsoperatingin cryogenicfluidenvironments. The same existingcalibratedanalyticaltoolswill
also be used for the ALS.
I. HEAT TRANSFER
A steady state thermal analysis will be performed to obtain steady state operating
conditionsfor allturbopump components. The thermal output from these analyses willbe used
inallcomponent stressand deflectionanalysesto ensure alldesignmargins and requirements are
met at steady stateoperation points.For criticalparts which are identifiedas low cyclefatigue
(LCF) or fracturecritical,additionalthermal analysiswillbe performed to fullydefinethe start-
up and shut-down transientthermal response ofthe identifiedhardware. This additionalanalysis
willincludethe effectsoftolerances,performance degradation with time,abnormal operation of
surrounding hardware such as gas generator hot streaks,and the effectsassociatedwith engine
cycle balances.
J. MATERIALS
During the fabricationevaluation,P&W will use its experience in developing material
alloys and unique manufacturing techniques to evaluate viable low cost concepts. This
experience has been gained in P&W's manufacturing facilitiesand by working with itslarge
supplier base.
One consideration to reduce pump cost isthe use of lessexpensive materials having either
lower raw material costs or reduced fabricationcosts.Some of these materials have not
undergone fullmaterial characterizationat cryogenic temperatures or in the proper operating
environments. Materials will be selected based on a P&W and vendor data base and by
comparing the demonstrated performance ofalloyswith similarchemical compositions,behavior,
and thermal-mechanical processing influences.Early in the program, preliminary material
characterization will be performed to confirm the material properties used in the early
configuration analyses.
K. STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
The analyses required to ensure structural integrity are shown in Table IV-7.
Technical support of the ALS turbopump designs will be based on the experience P&W
gained from designing a high-pressure hydrogen turbopump and a high-pressure LOX
turbopump for the SSME. Since the ALS turbopumps are similar to the SSME alternate
turbopumps in design configuration, the extensive design experience gained with the SSME
alternate turbopumps can be applied to the ALS program. By applying this experience, design
iterations can be eliminated, known problems avoided, and a reliable and durable turbopump
system can be produced.
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Based on itsSSME ATD experience, P&W will specifyup front the flowpath factors,
geometries,and materialsthat do not need additionalcharacterizationand that are known to be
necessary to achieve structurallifeand durability.Pratt & Whitney willalsouse the SSME ATD
experience to eliminate detailfiniteelement computer analyses by using design curves and
equations based upon known structuralbehavior and to predefine step-by-stepproven analysis
procedures for those criticalareas that requiredetailstructuralverification.Pratt & Whitney
willspecify only those structuralteststhat have been proven to provide meaningful results.
Although P&W will minimize the ALS structural analysis effort by using SSME ATD
experience,the methods and procedures willbe constructed to maintain the structuralmargins
passed down from the SSME ATD Program.
1. Static Strength
The followinganalyses willbe conducted to evaluate the staticstrength ofthe turbopump
design.
• All structural loads and environments will be identified or derived as required.
Static stress will be evaluated based upon methods of finite element analysis
(NASTRAN, MARC, ANSYS), industry codes (ASME), or standardized
handbook procedures.
The burst speed of all rotating disks will be predicted based upon the average
tangential stress in the rotor and a material use factor. Material use factors
will be based upon spin tests of similar components. Containment
energy/capability will be predicted. The permanent growth of rotors as a
result of overspeed will be predicted.
• The burst pressure for all housings subjected to internal pressure will be
predicted.
2. Life
The following analyses will be conducted to predict the durability of the oxidizer
turbopump.
LCF life will be predicted for all components that experience has shown to be
critical. Finite element methods (2-D NASTRAN or similar), in conjunction
with stress concentration factors derived from boundary integral methods
(PESTIE) or standard tables (Peterson), will be used. A conservative
approach will be followed to maintain a minimum life of 4.0 times the design
life requirement.
HCF life will be predicted for all components subjected to high vibratory
stress. A conservative approach will be maintained by designing for a positive
Goodman diagram margin based upon an infinite life endurance strength and
calculated steady state stress. Airfoils and blades will be designed for a steady
stress based upon a target allowable vibratory stress of 30.0 ksi peak-peak.
Appropriate stress concentrations will be considered. Goodman diagrams will
be drawn with margins indicated.
Fracture control will be maintained by establishing allowable design stress
levels for components cl_signated as fracture critical. The determination of
allowable design stress levels will be based upon previous similar designs
l_{mM/ll
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(SSME ATD). No formal Fracture Control Plan or detailed fracture analysis
will be provided.
Components operating in an environment where a potential for creep exists
will be designed with allowable stress levels that will maintain a minimum life
of 4.0 times the design life requirements.
3. Geometrical Specifications
Geometries relating to critical structural requirements will be identified and specified.
These will include, but be not limited to, fillet radii, pilots and fits, minimum thickness, and
airfoil tilts.
L. RELIABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY, AND SAFETY
1. Failure Modes and Effects Analysis/Critical Items List (FMEA/CIL)
The FMEA/CIL is initiated by the reliability engineer during the layout review phase. The
FMEA provides a total assessment of the system to quantify the effects of a part failure on
system operation. Using the FMEA in conjunction with the layout reviews, the reliability
engineer ensures the design incorporates features to eliminate or reduce the probability of a
catastrophicsystem malfunction by incorporating redundancy, increased safety margins, or
eliminating parts through alternatedesign concepts.
The FMEA/CIL will integrate the turbopump failures to system level effects. It will
establish the criticality of the failures and provide the emphasis to concentrate on the most
critical failure modes. The FMEA/CIL will require a comprehensive analysis of the turbopump
components to assess all potential failures to establish a high-to-low probability list, which will
allow Design or Quality to prioritize their respective efforts for redesign or process control.
The failuremodes addressed by the FMEA are derived from several methods. The
preliminary FMEA is derived using historicalfailuremode data established on similar
components. As the design progresses,the FMEA is updated to reflectthe reliabilitydesign
improvements builtinto the system. These modes are establishedthrough discussionswith the
designers,engineering concerns expressed during design reviews, and layout reviews by the
reliabilityengineer. Further updates to the FMEA are made throughout the design and
development cycles as the design reaches the production configuration.
2. Probabilistic Life Analyses
Probabilistic life analyses allows an understanding of the effects of varying parameter
values on a design's life characteristics and operational capability to optimize the design
verification testing, to quantify the effects of design and material variations, and to determine
the safety margins for each component. The turbopump requirements will cause concerns of
failure from low cycle fatigue, stress rupture, creep, and corrosion. These concerns are addressed
through probabilistic design, an analytical process that allows selective statistical design and
redesign of parts to eliminate or control those failure causes.
The Probabilistic Analysis is integrated with the reliability predictions through the design
capability of the engine. The analysis will help quantify the design's capability to meet the
system requirements. Depending on the outcome of the analysis, the reliability predictions will
be changed to reflect the increase, decrease, or design change recommended by the analysis.
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3. Reliability, Maintainability, and Safety (RMS) Design Evaluation and Reviews
The P&W reliability engineer is an integral part of the design process team. As a design's
concept is established, Reliability Engineering initiates layout reviews to ensure that reliability
features are properly incorporated in the design. These layout reviews further instill reliability
concepts within the design by allowing the reliability engineer to assess the overall design,
including critical dimensions and processes, and to evaluate how well the design will fit in with
the component and engine systems.
The layout reviews also provide an opportunity to assess initial reliability allocations.
These allocations are established by analytically quantifying a baseline system to the expected
enhanced design. During the layout reviews, the allocations can be assessed with the conceptual
design for better definition of the part count, material, etc. This permits the reliability engineer
to increase the accuracy of the allocations and overall system reliability.
4. Support Cost Model Input
Reliability/Maintainabilityinput to the support cost model includes failurerate predic-
tions,mission schedules,maintenance plans,material and labor costsper maintenance event,
turnaround requirements and specification,man-hour estimates per failuremode, and scaling
requirements.
5. Reliability Predictions
The preliminary analyses to quantify and qualifythe turbopump reliabilitywillcontinue
throughout the design effort.These reliabilitytoolswillbe used to increasethe effectivenessof
the design verificationprocess and to ascertainthat the component reliabilityisnot degraded
when transitionedto production.
The methodology used to predictthe reliabilityof the P&W ALS baselineengine willbe a
bottoms-up approach. The rocket and jetengine data bases willbe queried to derive baseline
component reliability.All pertinentcomponent designsrelatingto similarALS hardware willbe
studiedand weighting factorsestablishedby the reliabilityengineer,inconjunctionwith the ALS
design team, to account for various degrees of complexity, usage, and technology risks.
Each rocket engine (F-l, J-2, SSME, RL10, etc.) application in the data base has its own set
of internal conditions, such as temperatures and pressures. Correlations will be established
between these conditions and reliability to relate the ALS design and its usage to these
correlations. Allowance will be made for different materials and design approaches in selecting
the reliability estimate for each component.
As changes to the design are made through the design and development phases, the
reliability engineer will work with Design using this same methodology to evaluate the reliability
impact of each change. Extensive model runs to investigate material characteristics, design stress
limits, flow characteristics, and other design parameters will be reviewed by the reliability
engineer to evaluate any reliability impacts.
6. Maintainability Analysis and Demonstration
Pratt & Whitney will establish maintainability goals that minimize maintenance require-
ments and task times and eliminate labor-intensive preventive maintenance by maximizing the
use of onboard system/component health monitoring devices. Initial actions will be the
development of qualitative and q_antitative design criteria that will be distributed to the ALS
design team. The maintainability engineer's participation will begin at program start and
continue throughout the program.
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7. System Safety Program Plan
Pratt & Whitney willconduct the analyses requiredby the System Safety Program Plan,
including the Preliminary Hazard Analysis, Operational Hazard Analysis, and Fault Tree Hazard
Analysis. These are described in detail in the System Safety Plan.
M. COST MODEL
Detailed cost model planning and formulating willbegin during the basic effortwith the
model structurebeing definedin detailalong with allassumptions and the sourcesand methods
that willbe used for obtaining input data.The analyticalformulation of the cost model willbe
completed and programming begun during the latterstages of the basic effort.
The firsthree months ofthe optionphase willbe dedicatedtocompleting the programming
ofthe costmodel. During thisperiod,a manufacturing plan willbe generated for flightversions
of the turbopump and empirical input data for the model gathered-Production cost and cost-
related empirical input data will be obtained for purchased parts from suppliers.The
manufacturing cost and cost-relatedempirical input data for P&W-manufactured parts willbe
generated by P&W manufacturing engineers.
Input data for the operation and support (O&S) cost portion of the model will be generated.
Required failure mode Weibulls, and both scheduled and unscheduled maintenance event data,
will be defined. Prelaunch and turnaround task requirements will be determined.
One of the tasks in the cost model effort is to determine the cost impacts of Government
specification requirements and to recommend changes for high cost specifications that will meet
the intent of the specifications while reducing cost. The cost impacts of the specification
requirements will be quantified by assessing the impacts of the requirements on the turbopump
design and fabrication processes and determining how cost is affected. P&W will perform these
analyses for its manufactured parts, and the suppliers will support the analyses for the purchased
parts.
The model will be capable of predicting costs for engines with a thrust range from 300 to
800K pounds and chamber pressure levels between 1500 to 3200 psia. Empirical dimension and
cost scaling parameters will be developed for these routines and incorporated in the model.
A final step after completing fabrication of the full-scale turbopump will be to update all
appropriate cost model input data to reflect experience gained during the fabrication and testing
process. This data will involve manufacturing cost and cost-related data for all P&W-
manufactured and purchased parts, Weibulls and maintenance event data, Government
specification impacts and an updated Contract End Item (CEI) Specification.
N. PROCESS SELECTION
Table IV-8 summarizes the analyses planned for process selection.
During the basic effort, a variety of low cost design concepts and fabrication processes will
be evaluated against the current baseline turbopump to determine whether these new concepts
will provide an improved design. A number of parameters will be evaluated, with cost being one
of the primary criteria considered. Among the cost impacts evaluated will be both low- and high-
rate production costs, manufacturing investment costs, O&S, and design, development, test and
evaluation (DDT&E) costs. The production cost assessments will be based on empirical analyses
using data from existing P&W manufacturing data bases, adjusted where necessary for
component and fabrication differences. Supplier experience for similar parts and processes will
It,l_a6/11
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be used to assess costs for supplier parts. For new manufacturing processes where data does not
exist, the production costs will be estimated from analytical assessments of the process steps
involved.
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After the initial evaluation of the new concepts has been completed, those showing the most
promise will be further evaluated in a fabrication demonstration program. Data from this activity
will provide additional information which will permit a more definitive estimate of the
production cost differences considering both high and low production volume rates. The
availabilityof production facilitiesand equipment willbe judged and a rough order of magnitude
estimate made for manufacturing investment cost.The impact on DDT&E costwillbe evaluated
based on historicalprogram data and this information considered in the selectionprocess.
The final major cost category that will be evaluated is O&S cost. Reliability estimates will
be used to define unscheduled maintenance requirements. Scheduled refurbishment, prelaunch
and turnaround tasks will be defined to estimate scheduled maintenance requirements and costs.
O. WEIGHT
Table IV-9 summarizes the weight analyses.
During the basic effort, weights will be estimated for the baseline turbopump concept. The
weights will be determined from preliminary drawings using calculations of part volumes and
applying the appropriate density values. Alternative concepts and material changes will be
evaluated by comparing the alternate designs to the baseline turbopump components and
calculating volume and density differences.
In the priced option, weights of the selectedturbopump design will be calculated from
detailed prints.
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SECTION V
OTHER EFFORTS
During the Advanced Launch System (ALS) Advanced Technology Oxidizer Turbopump
Program, Pratt & Whitney will apply knowledge gained from other effortsto the oxidizer
turbopump design.Other effortslikelyto impact the turbopump designincludethe Space Shuttle
Main Engine (SSME) Alternate Turbopump Development (ATD) Program and parallel
technology programs.
Pratt & Whitney isdeveloping an alternateturbopump for the SSME under National
Aeronautics and Space Administration Contract NAS8-36801 and willapply the lessonslearned
from the ATD Program to the ALS oxidizerturbopump program. Detailson the applicabilityof
the SSME ATD program to the ALS turbopump design are discussed in Section If.
Since the ALS program followsthe ATD program, the ALS program willbe ableto take full
advantage of ATD successes.In addition,the capabilitiesofthe fullymatured ATD rigswillbe
used to verifythe ALS bearingdesigns.This one-two approach todesign and testverificationwill
be used for the ALS program.
Pratt & Whitney may alsoconduct parallelprograms to develop technology not yet mature
enough tobe incorporatedintothe ALS oxidizerturbopump design.Examples ofsuch technology
includes an alternateone-piececage design forballbearings and the development ofhydrostatic
bearings. Alternate materials may also be developed under relatedtechnology programs.
W
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SECTION Vl
HARDWARE NECESSARY TO ACCOMPLISH THE PROGRAM
One complete set of Advanced Launch System (ALS) oxidizerturbopump hardware and
one set of criticalitem spares (impellers,housings,bearings,etc.)willbe availableto support
turbopump testingat the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's (NASA's) Stannis
Space Center (SSC). Assembly of the turbopump willbe conducted at Pratt & Whitney (P&W),
requiringassembly tooling.Ground support equipment and specialtestequipment required to
support testingat SSC will be provided by P&W.
Additional turbopump hardware (rotatingcomponents, housings and bearings) will be
required for verifying the design. Testing of this hardware will include materials property
evaluation,weld specimen evaluation,rotating hardware evaluation using spin tests,proof
pressure testof housings, vibrationevaluation of individualcomponents and rotor assemblies,
and bearing evaluation by rig testing.
A more complete description of the facilities required for the ALS oxidizer turbopump
program is contained in the Facilities Plan.
A. SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT (HARDWARE)
Specialtestequipment isrequiredto testthe turbepump atthe SSC. Figure VI-1 shows the
specialtest equipment. The following describes the specialtest equipment required for the
oxidizer turbopump:
Turbine Inlet Adapter -- A pressure drop device at the gas generator to create
the proper operating pressure (supplied by the gas generator contractor). A
spoolpiece adapter to be provided with the turbopump.
• Turbine Discharge Adapter -- A spoolpiece adapter and pressure drop device
to be provided with the turbopump.
• Pump InletAdapter -- A spoolpieceto be provided with the turbopump to
adapt the inletbolt circleto the test stand plumbing.
• Pump Discharge Adapter -- A spoolpieceadapter to be prodded with the
turbopump.
• Mount Skid -- A skid to be assembled that will serve as a transportation
stand and as an SSC test facilitymount.
During the turbopump design, P&W will design any special tooling required for the
turbopump program that will be common to the development and delivery program. The degree
of sophistication applied to these tools will be governed by labor versus tooling cost trade studies.
Some detail part and components will require refined hard tooling, such as forming dies and
impeller dies during initial manufacturing or assembly. This will be determined by the direct
effect the parts or assemblies have on the overall quality and performance of the turbopumps.
For these requirements, the special tools will be designed and built to guarantee the close
dimensional control required on a repetitive basis. Tooling schedules will not impact the
turbopump program and will be integrated into the manufacturing schedules.
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Figure VI-1 Oxidizer Turbopump Shown With Special Test Equipment, Including
Mounting Skid
B. SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Support equipment required for ambient materials evaluation,cryogenic materials evalu-
ation (tensile,low cycle fatigue,creep,etc.),and cryogenic bearing testsincludeexistingP&W
test stand and laboratory facilities.
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SECTION VII
BASELINE LOGIC NETWORK
A. LOGIC NETWORK
The baseline logicnetwork for the Advanced Launch System (ALS) oxidizerturbopump
program ispresented in FigureVII-1.This logicnetwork representsthe interrelationshipsamong
the program tasks and shows how information and data from each task will be used to
accomplish the overallprogram goals.This initialsubmission isbeing made in accordance with
the contract Data Requirement (DR-16) and willbe updated aspart ofthe monthly statusreport
(DR-03).
B. PROGRAM MILESTONE SCHEDULE
Figures VII-2 and VII-3 present the major activitiesin the basic and option parts of the
program respectively.These figuresidentifythe tasks that were developed to achieve program
objectivesand against which progress can be measured.
C. SCHEDULE FLEXIBILITY
The program schedule has been established to be flexible to incorporate emerging
technologies. The milestones for fabrication of low cost components will be closely monitored
throughout the program. Alternatives will be incorporated into the schedule as required. New
technologies can be added as well. During this program, P&W will identify technologies that may
not be available for incorporation into the prototype turbopump. If some of these technologies
are pursued in parallel to the primary component fabrication path, they could be incorporated
into the prototype.
D. SCHEDULE REALISM
The schedule established for this program has been assessed for realism in accomplishing
the program goals. The major lead times are those associated with the development of new
technologies that will be incorporated into the turbopump. Through ongoing contacts and
coordination with the suppliers of major hardware, the schedule has allowed for the lead times
such as largecastings.Due to these long lead times,procurement of the raw material must be
startedat the beginning of the option phase. For the largeprecisioncastings,coordinationwith
the suppliersto define the finalconfigurationwillbe startedimmediately upon selectionof the
turbopump configuration.Definition of tooling requirements will be based on information
availablefrom the layouts.During the detaildesigneffort,drawings needed forfinaldefinitionof
tooling will be given priorityto allow for early release.
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SECTION Vlll
MAN-LOADING
Tables VIII-I and VIII-2 show the man-loading for the basic and option programs.
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SECTION IX
MAJOR SUBCONTRACTORS
While Pratt & Whitney does not expect to have any major subcontractors for this program,
there will be several suppliers that are expected to provide materials or services exceeding
$100,000. Table IX-1 identifies potential suppliers. Others will be added as necessary.
Table IX-1, Potential Suppliers
. Supplier Location MateriaLs Services
Ace Industries Textron Santa Fe Springs, CA Machining
Cameron Forge Houston, TX Forgings
Caval Tool Newington, CT Machining
Howmet Corporation LaPorte, IN Castings
Howmet Corporation Hampton, VA Castings
Ladish Cudahy, WI Forgings
Lehx Precision, [nc. Cincinnati, OH Machining
Precision Castparts, Inc. Portland, OR Castings
Precision Cast'parts, [nc. Cleveland, OH Castings
Schlosasr Forge Los Angeles, CA Forgings
Shultz Steel South Gate, CA For_inp
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